PROMETHEUS
DEFENSIVE INTELLIGENCE

UTILIZE INTELLIGENCE TO PROTECT YOUR PEOPLE &
YOUR ASSETS
The information age has impacted strategies and tactics for
Global Security Operations, Cybersecurity Professionals,
Executive Protection Agencies, Transportation Security
Teams, and Fraud & Loss Prevention Professionals.
Scanning the web for data and information is no longer
sufficient in gathering real or actionable intelligence to protect
your assets and your people. Investing the time and
resources to manually examine social media channels, the
dark net, the deep web, messaging applications and many
other data sources for corporate & executive security, is both
manpower intensive and ineffective.
Prometheus, powered by proprietary Artificial Intelligence,
gives security professionals and executives an unsurpassed
advantage by combing millions of data sources to identify
issues or gather information on emerging situations specific to
their needs. Combined with this, Raven also offers
professional intelligence analysis by our cadre of former CIA
Intelligence officers with decades of experience to help you
interpret and digest the tailored intelligence collected.
This end-to-end solution can identify and analyze critical
information from a broad range of data sources to fit your
needs and specific circumstances. With customizable
visualizations and real-time alerts, Prometheus enables you
to better prepare your team to handle any threats or concerns
to your people or assets.
Whether you are focused on security at a static location,
personal protective services, defending corporate or private
networks, or brand reputation & sentiment, Prometheus can
adapt and provide the critical information you need.

Automated Alerts

Push notifications send real-time
alerts to immediately notify you of
potential threats or situations,
allowing staff or security to act on
them instantly and effectively.

Expert Analysis

Our
cadre
of
former
CIA
Intelligence
Officers
leverage
decades of global experience to
help you interpret and understand
your tailored Defensive Intelligence
collection. Using proven analytical
techniques, and highly honed
operational skills, our consultants
provide you with a wealth of
information and recommendations..

Video

If you utilize video surveillance at
your facilities, or as part of your
counter surveillance operations,
you know that monitoring video is
time consuming and manpower
intensive.
Use Prometheus to
monitor your video feeds and alert
you to threats, intrusions, and other
information you need.
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